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II. Executive Summary
Concept Description
     The BurriGo is a new approach to perfecting tortilla folding for wraps and burritos.
Just like the eager sales associate that can expertly fold a t-shirt in seconds, now you
can apply the same hand-folded excellence to your next burrito with the BurriGo. It is
the first at-home, hand-folded burrito maker that constructs the most secure burrito
or wrap. The prominent issue with folding tortillas is having the ingredients fall back
onto the plate without fully eating everything all together. The solution to this is
fixing the way that tortillas are folded so that mealtime is mess and stress free. Two
different sized templates, with specific step-by-step instructions provides consumers
with a thoughtless way to achieve perfection at each meal.
 
Opportunity
     The BurriGo solves the problem of imperfect tortilla folding. This FDA grade
silicone provides a flexible way to fold the perfect tortilla. The current problem
market is based on personal experience in restaurants and cooking at home. The size
of the issue is unknown, but there is room to grow with the target audience. While
72% of millennials eat 2-3 burritos a week and 90% of Generation X eat one burrito a
week, the target audience is large. Mothers and college students that are on-the-go
and prepare meals can use this product as a quick fix. There is opportunity to grow in
the home sector as well. Saving time is important to busy mothers and college
students. Time spent cleaning up messes is time wasted. With 13 minutes a day being
wasted cleaning up kitchen messes, the BurriGo saves time preparing food and
cleaning up.
 
Innovative Solution
     The BurriGo is made from FDA graded flexible silicone that allows the consumer to
easily maneuver the template. The step-by-step guide is printed into the template
with the corresponding number and arrow. There is a small slit that is cut into the
template to release the template from the tortilla after being folded. For the tortilla
to fold perfectly, there also needs to be a spot to place ingredients. There is a faint
circle printed into the template for the consumer to roughly estimate the proportion
of ingredients in the tortilla. This helps the tortilla fold easier.



II. Executive Summary
Value Proposition
     The BurriGo is the perfect way to fold a burrito or wrap. The consumer uses this
design because of the simplicity and thoughtlessness it provides. The consumer can
find the BurriGo in Cub stores sold in the tortilla aisle. It is sold on the shelves of aisles
in Cub stores hanging next to popular foods such as bread, cereal and pasta.
Consumers can find the BurriGo online through Amazon and on the BurriGo website.

Competitive Advantage
     The largest competitor of BurriGo is YouTube. The free app, that is automatically
downloaded on smartphones, provides consumers with a solution at the touch of their
fingertips. Looking up a video that shows them how to fold a tortilla wastes time.
What takes 5 minutes with a phone only takes a few seconds with the BurriGo. Each
time the consumer wants to fold a perfect tortilla, the BurriGo is there for them.
Instead of looking up the same video continuously and relearning the skill, the
BurriGo is the best solution.

Entrepreneurial Team
     The entrepreneurial team for the BurriGo consists of the company founder, Emily
Hansen. The company founder oversees marketing, sales and management. The roles
that need to be filled are support staff, legal and information technology. The support
staff assists in packing the templates and shipping. The support staff also learn how to
use the silicone cutter by programming the CAD machine to the correct dimensions.
The legal staff oversees all legal matters and accounting. The IT staff produces a
successful website that processes online payments effectively and a presence on
Amazon.

 



II. Executive Summary
Financial Highlights and/or Offering
      There are two templates that are sold. The standard template is 10 inches in
diameter and the large template is 12 inches in diameter. Both templates are made
from the same FDA grade silicone material. They are sold at the same price of
$22.49. To break even and achieve a revenue goal of one million dollars, it was in the
best interest to sell each template evenly. To do this BurriGo achieves a 76.6% gross
contribution margin at $17.23. BurriGo needs to sell 13 a day, 88 a week, 383 a month,
1,149 a quarter and 4,597 templates per year. If there is more capital available to the
company, the next milestone is limiting the amount of silicone waste and maximizing
each unit to increase the gross contribution margin.

 

BurriGO



III. Consumer Problem

BurriGo
The easiest way to fold the perfect burrito or wrap without the stress of the
mess!

 
Get the perfect burrito or wrap in a timely fashion with BurriGo. The first at-home
burrito maker constructs the most secure burrito or wrap. 

Don’t you hate it when your burrito falls back onto your plate when you take a bite?
Now that won’t happen with the BurriGo. The BurriGo was created to get rid of the
mess caused by imperfect tortilla folding. Simply take the FDA approved, flexible
silicone template and put it on a plate. Place ingredients in the middle of the template
according to the size of the circle Fold numerically according to the guide on the
template. Pull the burrito out of the template from the bottom slit and the perfect
burrito or wrap is formed. Taking the time to look up a tutorial on your phone and
forgetting how to fold a tortilla the next time you want one is not worth your time.
There is nothing like BurriGo because it is the first of its kind. The flexible silicone design
comes in 2 sizes: 10 inches and 12 inches. Find the BurriGo on Amazon or at the local
Cub Foods store for just $22.49 each. 

 
Meal time is now stress and mess free with the BurriGo!

 
 

The BurriGo was created to solve the problem of imperfect tortilla folding. This
problem is experienced by consumers who burritos or wraps and their ingredients
fall out of the tortilla. Just like a t-shirt folder, the BurriGo is a hand-folded burrito

maker that folds the perfect burrito or wrap. There is not a longitudinal study to
support how many experience this issue besides personal first-hand accounts.

There is evidence to support how many people eat burritos and how often that is
found in the infographic. The target audience for this solution are moms and

college students. Busy moms need a quick an easy way to prepare a meal and to
save time caused by messes made from their kids. College students looking for a
quick fix meal or are meal prepping their food can also benefit from the BurriGo.
There is a difference between a customer and a consumer for this concept. The

consumers are the moms and college students. The customers are the people that
are always looking for the latest and greatest gadget out there.



III. Consumer Problem
Infographic



III. Consumer Problem
Persona

45 years old 
Married with 4 children under the age of 12.
Lives in the Maple Grove suburb.
Enjoys being creative and trying new things.

A teacher for 20 years.
Husband is the principal at the local public school.

Family lives a middle class lifestyle.
A working mom with 4 kids under the age of 12 is hectic.
Both parents make breakfast, lunch, and dinner for the kids.
They are busy with their work and want more time for other things.

Time management with the kids needs to be better.
Husband wants the wife to save time by quitting her job and becoming a
stay-at-home mom.
Money is tight with 4 kids and an expensive suburban neighborhood
mortgage. 

Facebook
Pinterest
Google
Apple News

Personal Background: 

Career Background:

Lifestyle:

Personal Care Pain Points:

Where they go for information:

 



IV. Product Problem
The problem that this BurriGo solves is imperfect, broken burritos that result in
extra messes to clean up. BurriGo provides the perfect solution in an
instructional template that acts like a t-shirt folder to fold the perfect burrito. It
secures the contents of the burrito or wrap perfectly so that the ingredients do
not fall out. Compared to current solutions, BurriGo is unmatched. There are no
templates that fold Burritos. The biggest competitor of BurriGo is Youtube. This
tortilla folder allows consumers a thoughtless fix to folding the perfect burrito
instead of looking for the right video on YouTube and following it every time.

The BurriGo is currently in the beginning stages of the prototype phase. There
are two prototype templates made out of parchment paper and labeled with
permanent marker. Pictures of the templates are found in concept portfolio on
page 26. This version of the BurriGo was made through trial an error. The
diameter of the parchment paper was measured to 10 and 12 inches and the 1
inch slit was cut out to release the template. There are limitations to this phase
as there are not units of FDA grade flexible silicone that can be bought at a
cheap price to experiment with. The next step is using this prototype with
flexible silicone and moving forward through trial and error.

FDA grade material.
Flexible silicone.
1 inch slit.
Smaller circle in the middle of the template.
10 inches in diameter.
12 inches in diameter.
Printed numbers and arrows.

Safe to eat off of and consumers trust this seal of approval.
Easy to fold in every way.
Releases the burrito from the folder.
Provides a place to put the right proportion of ingredients so that the tortilla folds perfectly.
10 inches provides enough space for a standard tortilla.
12 inches provides space for a large tortilla.
Step-by-step instructional guide to follow the template folds.

Features and Benefits
Feature:

Benefit:



V. Market Problem
This concept has a market opportunity in the fact that there are higher
percentages of people eating burritos and looking for quick fix meal options.
There is no other direct competitor to the BurriGo. There is not a company that
is making burrito folding templates for consumers. Consumers are turning
towards YouTube instead. YouTube allows consumers to look up a video at the
touch of a button. The BurriGo sets itself apart from YouTube because it offers
consumers a solution in seconds. Instead of looking up the right YouTube video
and memorizing each step, the BurriGo provides a template that does not have
to be memorized or looked up. The consumer can just take the template and
follow the numbered instructions. 

The market focus is solely based in the United States because of consumer
assumptions such as income level, eating habits, and access to the internet and a
local Cub foods store. BurriGo can target 25% of millennials which are defined
as consumers being in the 25-40 age range. This decision was based on
millennial eating habits as 72% of millennials eat 2-3 burritos per week on
average. According to research, there are roughly 72 million millennials in the
United States which means the brand needs to target 18 million millennials. This
segment would produce $404 million in revenue. This is a logical market
segment to target because of increase in busier millennial lifestyles as well as
their connection to social media and the internet. BurriGo can prioritize
marketing efforts to this 25% millennial group primarily through social media. 

The price of both of the BurriGo templates will be $22.49. This will ensure that
BurriGo equally achieves the $1 million dollar break even goal in order to
maximize the silicone units. 



V. Market Problem

Feature and Benefit Comparison Table



VI. Business Model Problem
The consumer will interact with the product through the internet and the
grocery store. The consumer will become aware of the brand through social
media brand marketing of the product and website. They will engage in the
customer journey. By implementing a UX website design, consumers will be
interested in what this website can offer because of its usability. They will also
become aware of the brand through search engine optimization of the product.
Every time a consumer looks up burrito folding or anything related to folding
tortillas the brand will pop up as an organic advertisement. This will generate
one million dollars of revenue because the consumer makes a connection
between their current behaviors and realizes that this product is something that
can disrupt the way they are currently handling this issue. The overt benefit to
buying this product is having the perfect burrito or wrap without any mess in a
timely fashion. The reason-to-believe are pictures of the template, steps of how
to fold it, and a video showing a person successfully using the BurriGo that can
be pasted on our website and social media.

The core target consumer currently does not have to buy any product to solve
this issue. They just use YouTube on their phones or computers to look up
videos. The BurriGo's transactional model differs from YouTube because this is a
marketable product that consumers can follow the customer journey. They can
interact with the brand through social media and it is available for consumers to
interact with in grocery stores. 

As of now, the BurriGo is only offered in one color and two different sizes: 10
inches and 12 inches. This accounts for a standard burrito and a large burrito.
Our development strategy is to become widely available on the internet and
local Cub foods stores. The consumer can transact through credit or debit card
through Cub and the BurriGo website. They are also able to pay for it in cash at
Cub. 



VI. Business Model Problem

Overt Benefit: the perfect burrito or wrap without any mess in a timely
fashion.
RTB: picture collage attached to show each step in the folding process.
Dramatic Difference: It is a silicone design that can adapt to any tortilla
without breaking it. 
Adoption Hurdles: Sloppy messes, looking up a tutorial on the phone, eating
the rest of the burrito with a fork. 
Social Sufficiency: Amazon or at Cub Foods in the aisles and tortilla aisle.

5 Laws of Opportunity



VI. Business Model Problem
The MBV assumptions for both templates to break even are:

In order to achieve a revenue of $1 million dollars with a gross profit of $17.23
per unit BurriGo needs to sell 58,039 units. The timeline to achieve this revenue
goal is 5 years. Over the course of 5 years, BurriGo needs to sell 11,608 units a
year, 968 per month, 223 per week, and 32 per day. This is a realistic goal when
combing the two templates. It is comparable to the break even goal, units are
just increased a small percentage.

It is important that there are sales channels and distribution networks in order
to sell these products. It is necessary to get deals with Amazon and Cub foods
grocery stores. Those dealers will be a major channel for us to get the product
out there and accessible for consumers to buy. We will also be selling the
product straight from our own website. There will be a need for silicone
distributors so it would be ideal if there was a partnership with an FDA graded
silicone producer.



VII. Operations Problem
As stated in the Business Model Problem section, we will need to develop a
partnership with an FDA grade silicone company in order to get the silicone at
a reasonable price and in bulk. As of now, the silicone is very expensive. From
the graphic, there is a silicone dealer that sells FDA grade material, but it is
expensive.

Most of the assembling will be done in one location by hired staff. The
assembling will be done through a printer that is able to be coded to print the
numbers, arrows, and proportion circle in the template. This printer is listed
below.

Another critical step is to decide who will ship
the products. This can be negotiated with Cub
foods and SuperValu Inc. supply chain
management. Negotiations with Amazon
shipping and Amazon prime are needed as well as
how our website will ship. 

A critical milestone that the company needs to
hit first is getting a functional silicone template
with the listed FDA silicone above. The monthly
burn rate of this company is listed below as well
as projected labor costs.



VII. Operations Problem
Monthly Burn Rate Calculations:

2 people
Inserting in silicone to machine
Programming the CAD function to start the machine
$15/hour
Rate: 1 slab done every 5 minutes
84 slabs a day
$120 a day/ person
$240 a day
$2.86 per slab in labor

Labor Costs:

 



VII. Operations Problem
Product Roadmap



VIII. Resource Problem
The first resource to get this project off the starting line is a working prototype.
BurriGo needs the type of FDA grade silicone and test the durability of it and if
it can be the right material. There are currently assumptions off of what has
worked best for consumers in the kitchen and common kitchen materials that
companies use for their products. Personally, I would need to either invest my
own capital into this silicone or take out a loan in order to buy the cutter and
the silicone to test them both out. The silicone is $718.50 per sheet. It would be
best to buy two sheets at first. The cutter is roughly $8,000-10,000 depending
on the quality of the cutter and the computer. 

The biggest question that needs to be answered is if it works with the material
or not. If not, it needs to switch directions. The next step would be to hire
additional personnel. Hiring someone that has experience in supply chain and
can work out packaging and shipping deals with Amazon and SuperValu Inc. is
ideal. There needs to be more research on other distributors or ways to market
the brand. QVC is a medium that this brand can enter into. Without any prior
knowledge of this medium, this would be the next step in the distributing
process after the prototype is successful and there is a way into the Amazon
and Cub Foods market.

The market forces that play against burrito folding and the BurriGo are
cellphones. Practically everyone has a cellphone and can access YouTube
immediately. It is also free. The biggest risk is selling this product against a free
method that people have been using their whole life. There are assumptions that
the consumer will look into the BurriGo as something new and fun that has
never been done before. This assumption can limit our risks to the business and
spread our brand as the first of its kind. 



IX. Recommendation
This product is a GO! The next step of this project is outlined in the future goals.

Apply for business loans.
Buy FDA grade silicone and cutter.
Assemble a working prototype.
Hire a supply chain manager.

Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

There is an enormous amount of potential for this product. The right material 
 needs to be ordered to make an effective prototype to move forward. The
MBV analysis is a strong reason why this product is a go as well. With a 76.6%
profit margin, this product can excel in a market that has not been established
yet.

Please reference additional resources and market risks in the operations and
resource problem sections.



X. Concept Portfolio
Additional Consumer Concept

19 years old
College student
Lives in a dorm

Full-time student
Part-time job at the University

Always on-the-go between a full class schedule and part-time job.
Buys quick foods at the local Cub Foods store near campus. 
Sometimes eats out if he doesn't have enough time to make a meal.
Meal preps every few weeks when he has time on weekends.

Needs more time for homework so he turns to fast food.
Wants to eat healthier and tries to through meal prepping, but time is an
issue.
Doesn't have the money to keep spending on fast food.

Twitter
Instagram
Apple News

Personal Background: 

Career Background:

Lifestyle:

Personal Care Pain Points:

Where they go for information:

 



X. Concept Portfolio
Infographic



X. Concept Portfolio
6 C's Model

The problem is that consumers are experiencing burritos or wraps that are not
folded perfectly and they have all of the ingredients fall out of the tortilla. The
way they address this circumstance is that they just end up eating the leftover
ingredients on the plate with a fork instead of fully enjoying it in the tortilla
where it was meant to be.

Circumstance:

Context:

Constraints:

Compensating Behaviors:

The way that the consumer solves this problem is dependent on how they
perceive the problem. If they believe that eating the rest of their burrito with
a fork is fine then they would not use another solution. If they do believe that
their meal should not be as messy or imperfect as it was, then their contextual
perspective is different.

This concept is superior because it is the only one of its kind. It is also superior
because it gives the consumer an easy way of folding the perfect burrito
without having to relearn from YouTube every time they want a wrap. It gives
the consumer a time sensitive, thoughtless way of achieving the perfect
burrito. There is an attached photo collage in the portfolio to show the
consumer a reason to believe. 

The price can be a constraint for consumers that do not have a reason to
believe. At $22.49 per template, it may seem like a spendy item at first. 



X. Concept Portfolio
6 C's Model

Criteria:

Consequence:
The proposed solution is a tortilla template that folds the perfect wrap or
burrito every time. The template provides a step by step guide to fold each
part of the tortilla correctly. 

The problem is real because I have experienced this in my day to day life. With
my favorite food being burritos, I try to wrap the perfect burrito every time
but all of the guts of the burrito seem to fall out.



X. Concept Portfolio
Consumer Experience Map

MBV Analysis



X. Concept Portfolio
Monthly Burn Rate

Product Roadmap



X. Concept Portfolio
Hypotheses

How to guide



X. Concept Portfolio
Template Images



X. Concept Portfolio
Template Images
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